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MAY 1: NATIONAL PROTEST DAY
Fight to Eradicate Covid 19
And Save the Lives of Millions
The second wave of the Covid19 pandemic has inflicted the worst impact upon the people of
our country. The national healthcare situation has deteriorated beyond heartbreaking limits that
the people are left to die choking because they did not get oxygen. Availability of Hospital beds
has become a high privilege. Drugs and pharmaceuticals are sold in the black market as
hoarders have cropped up reaping huge profit. It is a murderous business over the rows of
corpses and it is being abetted by the Modi government that has flagged off these packs of
bloodhounds by declaring that vaccines could be sold on profit hiking the prices. It is a shame
that the union government throws the people so openly to the drug thugs and makes the state
governments subservient to them. The modi government should immediately stop this
‘merchandising-life-bargaining-with-death’ policy and exercise its powers to wield the laws to
increase the production of oxygen, vaccines, life saving drugs and other pharmaceutical
equipments to sufficient levels and should put down the drug thugs who hoard and black market
the said articles and facilities that are essential for the millions who struggle for life line.
Moreover, as a pandemic of such global proportion, chronic nature and of unprecedented
sustenance has to be fought with the whole might and unity of mankind for the supreme end of
the existence of the human race, International help, especially from the neighbouring countries,
and the governing guidance of the WHO are must. We must never forget that no narrow
parochial and sectarian omissions are revered by the mutating virus. Hence, and open to world
policy should be adopted for the above said kind of receiving and rendering help cutting man
made borders.
A pandemic eradication programme should be chalked out inclusive of all the said, taking state
governments into confidence, doing disciplined and committed home work, and fielding
dedicated manning in the front line of execution. Pandemic districts, tehsils and villages must be
demarcated in clinical precision and strict scientific preferences in medical terms. Action must
be started immediately on war footing under duly powered Pandemic Eradication Officers, with
hand in hand associational action by LSGs.
●

Free vaccine for all;

●

Enough oxygen, drugs and health care facilities for all;

●

Down with profiteering hoarding and black marketing of drugs and medical equipment;

●

‘Open to world policy’ for the pandemic eradication drive must be the word and deed of
the governments, receiving help and aid from countries especially from neighbours and
such giving help to others as well.

Demanding the above said, protesting strongly against the Modi government’s present policies
and line of action that are diametrically opposite to the said goal, the party is to observe May 1st
as National Protest Day.
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